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The catalytic performance of a GO electrode, Pt-sputtered electrode and Pt-NPs/RGO nanohybrid electrode was evaluated through comparative analysis of their cyclic voltammograms (CV) in 5 mM LiI + I 2 acetonitrile solution containing 0.1 M LiClO 4 as the supporting electrolyte [S1] . The electrochemical cells in the three electrode configurations were used. The Pt mesh was used as a CE, and Hg/Hg 2+ served as a reference electrode. The data were recorded in the potential range of 600 mV to -300 mV with a scan rate of 50 mV s -1 [S1] . As can be seen in Figure S2 , the Pt-NPs/RGO nanohybrid electrode exhibits a higher current density, which can be estimated from the large peak area in the CV curve, suggesting a larger electrode active surface [S1,S2] . While the reduction reaction of triiodide ions at the GO electrode is really slow, the PtNPs/RGO nanohybrid electrode shows the highest cathodic peak, which means that it has high electro-catalytic activity. This high electro-catalytic activity can reduce the charge transfer resistance at the CE/electrolyte interface. It not only reduces internal resistances, but also attenuates the recombination rates and concentration gradients in the electrolyte, which have been proved to strongly affect J sc [S3] . 
